Abstract. A Fabry-PCot interferometer is used to measure argon ion line profiles in a strongly flowing cascaded arc plasma. Heavy-particle temperatures, electron densities, and electron temperatures are derived from the Doppler width, the Stark width and the lindcontinuum ratio respectively. The electron temperatures are also obtained from the electrical conductivity of the plasma. The plasma parameters along the arc channel are values averaged over the arc cross section and are determined with an accuracy of 2-5%. Comparison of the measurements with model calculations is also made, to improve understanding of the plasma Drocesses in the arc channel.
Introduction
Since about 1985 a cascaded arc has been used as a particle source in the deposition set-up described by Kroesen [I] . This method of deposition has proved to be very fast and efficient for growing carbon iilms, varying from graphite and diamond to polymers [l, 21 . The most important difference of this method, with respect to RF techniques, is that the three most important functions of a plasma deposition process, namely dissociation and ionization, transport, and deposition are spatially separated. The separation makes it possible to optimiie the process functions step by step independently. Dissociation takes place in a cascaded arc burning on argon. The temperatures in the arc are about 10000-12000K. At the end of this arc, hydrocarbons are injected which are dissociated and ionized effectively. In this region the plasma expands supersonically into a vacuum vessel. This means that the plasma cools and the formed hydrocarbon fractions are transported towards the substrate, where a carbon film can grow. The quality of the film depends mainly on the amount of energy available for each injected carbon atom [1,3,4]. The energy available per deposition event comes from excited and ionized argon particles that are produced inside the cascaded arc. Therefore the cascaded arc is investigated numerically and expermentally in order to improve the ionization efficiency and to control the parameters of the plasma flowing out. The conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy for both the electrons and the heavy particles are solved two-dimensionally by a numerical method with a non-staggered grid [SI. Fabry-Ptrot interferometry, spectral lines are measured which yield values for heavy particle and electron temperatures and electron density as a function of the axial position in the cascaded arc. The experimental results obtained by the optical diagnostics are compared with the numerical data of the two-dimensional model. The electron temperatures are also calculated from the plasma potential along the arc channel by using theoretical values of the plasma conductivity as a function of electron temperature. For the present work it is also necessary to know the argon ion fluence, emerging from the plasma source, which contains the chemical energy used to dissociate and ionize monomer fragments.
Model
Significant experimental and theoretical research has been performed on the cascaded arc. In the domain of modelling several one-dimensional models have been The model will be described here in a condensed way. In the approach adopted, the plasma is treated as a twophase medium, which consists of heavy particles (neutral atoms and ions) and light particles (electrons). For a full description of this two-phase flow one needs to solve the mas$ momentum and energy equations for both phases. A two-phase flow character is kept only with respect to the heavy particle and electron temperatures, which are allowed to be different and are described by separate energy (balance) equations. Ohmic heat input is consumed by electrons, whose temperature increases, and is dissipated in frequent elastic and inelastic collisions with the heavy particles, which are heated and ionized to a ' higher degree. The mass of the electrons is small and the elastic collisions are not always efficient enough to equalize the temperatures of the two phases, especially near the inlet regions of the flow, where the cold gas is introduced, and in the vicinity of cooled walls. The governing equations of the model are shown below: for details see [SI.
2,1. Flow equations
The plasma flow is described by the following continuity and momentum equations:
in which U and U denote the axial and radial velocities, p is the plasma mass density, p is the pressure, j~ is the dynamic viscosity, and x and r are the axial and radial coordinates.
Plasma composition equations
The model is formulated for a monatomic gas undergoing single ionization at locally quasi-neutral conditions. Therefore the plasma composition is defined by a single conservation equation: the electron continuity equation a ax r ar ax (4) where D, denotes the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and R.. is the electron source term, which coincides with the volumetric ionization-recombination rate.
Energy equations
The energy conservation equations are written both for the heavy particles and for the electrons. The heavyparticle energy equation is given in the form of conservation of the heavy-particle stagnation enthalpy hh = CphTh +$U: 
where Cp,=5R,/2 denotes the specific heat of heavy particles, A, is the heavy-particle heat conductivity and P,=pC,/A, is the heavy-particle Prandtl number. The last term on the right-hand side of equation (6), Qeh, is the net volumetric energy exchange rate between electrons and heavy particles due to elastic collisions.
The intrinsic electron energy equation has the following form:
a Sn,u.kT, 1 a Srn,u,kT,
where A. is the electron heat conductivity, ah,,, is the energy source due to ohmic heating, Q,. is the energy sink for ionization of neutral atoms or source if ion recombination takes place, and Qmd is the net volumetric radiative energy exchange rate. In this equation the velocities U, and ue are the electron velocities. These can be rewritten using the current density j = neq(ui-uJ, in which ui is the ion velocity (and equal to the gas velocity), and U, is the electron velocity.
The two-dimensional two-temperature model is developed for the predictions of a strongly flowing monatomic cascaded arc plasma. The flow is assumed to be axisymmetric, two-dimensional, compressible and strongly non-isothermal. The argon plasma is considered as singly ionized and locally quasi-neutral (ne = ni) with local temperature non-equilibrium (T. # G). The electric field is assumed to be one-dimensional and uniform over the arc cross section (E,=O, aE,/ar=O). The total current is specified as an input parameter and is kept constant along the arc channel. A numerical grid with 23 x24 non-uniformly distributed points is used for all calculations. The calculations are performed on an IBM PC/RT.
Experimental set-up
The cascaded arc (figure 1) used in this work consists of a stack of ten water-cooled copper plates insulated electrically from each other by plastic (PVC) spacers and 0-rings, three tungsten-thorium cathodes at one end and an anode at the other. Through the copper plates and the anode plate there is a bore of 4mm diameter, forming a cylindrical channel of length 60 mm. The argon gas is injected through mass flow controllers at the cathode side. The gas or plasma is extracted through a nozzle in the anode plate into a low-pressure vessel. The pressure in the vessel is about 1 mbar, whereas the pressure in the arc is about 0.5 bar. The latter results in an acceleration of the plasma flow to sonic velocities at the arc exit, and subsequently a supersonically expanding plasma jet.
For the experiments, the cascaded arc has two special features. In each plate, side-on observation of the plasma is possible through small quartz windows cemented in a narrow radial bore in each cascade plate. The diameter of this bore is chosen to be as small as possible to avoid disturbance of the gas flow pattern. This feature enables a radially integrated measurement to be made of the emitted light from the plasma. Secondly, the bore that contains the window is also connected to a pressure gauge. The pressure is measured by an MKS baratron pressure transducer.
The light emitted by the plasma is coupled out via an optical fibre and then coupled into an optical system (figure I, right-hand side). Between the two lenses L1 and L2 the light beam is parallel and thus a Fabry-Pkot interferometer can be mounted here. The light source is a hollow cathode arc or a glow discharge on argon, to make a wavelength reference and to measure the apparatus profile. Lens L2 images the exit of the fibre on diaphragm D1. Finally, lens L3 images the diaphragm on the entrance slit of the monochromator (Jarrell-Ash 0.5 m). On the exit slit a photomultiplier is mounted. In the monochromator a 25pm slit and a 50pm slit are placed in order to obtain a trapezoidal monochromator apparatus profile with a flat part of 40 pm. The pressurescanned Fabry-Pirot interferometer in this experiment has a 1 mm spacing which gives a free spectral range (FSR) of 90 pm. The interferometer was placed in a thermo-statted box where the temperature was controlled at (30 k 0.1)'C. The gas pressure inside the Fabry-P k o t was controlled by pneumatic valves in order to avoid heating of the argon filling gas by electric valves. Needle valves restricted the gas flow to achieve a slow increase or decrease of the pressure. In this way temperature changes caused by adiabatic compression and expansion respectively were avoided. By scanning the pressure in the Fabry-PArot 
Plasma diagnostics
The wavelength-dependent intensity profile of a spectral line emitted by the plasma is determined by several physical effects. Each effect can result in a shift of the line position and/or a broadening of the line profile with usually either a Gauss-or a Lorentz-like contribution. In the cascaded arc studied in this paper, two broadening mechanisms are important: Doppler and Stark broadening.
Thermal motion of particles in the plasma gives rise to a Doppler broadening of spectral lines. Assuming a Deconvolution of a measured line profile gives then the heavy-particle temperature from the Gauss width and the electron density from the Lorentz width.
Besides line emission also continuum emission caused by collisions between electrons and atoms (free-free electron-atom radiation), and electrons and ions (free-free electron-ion radiation (bremsstrahlung) and free-bound radiation). The free-bound and free-free continuum emissivities of argon can be expressed as follows [12, 13] :
(8) with (9) The symbols in equations (8)- (11) are shown in table 1. Below 15 000 K, the number of doubly ionized argon ions is negligible. Also the excited ion state density is small Table 1 . The symbols used in equations (4)-(7).
total emissivity free-free emissivity (electron-ion) free-bound emissivity free-free emissivity (electron-neutral) wavelength of radiation electron-ion continuum constant (1.63 x electron-neutral continuum constant ( 1 . 0 3~1 0 -~" W m" K3" srr') electron density neutral density neutral Saha density density of level p electron temperature heavy-particle temperature cross section electron-neutral interaction ionization energy energy of level p ionization potential lowering Biberman factor for free-free emissivity Biberman factor for free-bound emissivity partition function of ion 1 statistical weight of the ion ground level statistical weight of level p transition probability velocity of light Boltzmann constant Planck constant electmn ma*< W m4 KIE sr-') relative to the ion ground state density, gl,l U, =4+2 exp( -2059/T,) IY 6. The ground state density of singly ionized ions is then equal to the electron density. More information on the continuum emissivity of argon may be found in [1& 131 and references therein. For electron temperatures higher than 10000 K the integrated freefree electron-atom emissivity is less than 2% of the integrated free-bound plus free-free electron-ion emissivity, and decreases rapidly with increasing temperature as can be seen in figure 3 [14] .
Therefore the term $ ; in equation (10) is omitted in the calculations of the continuum emissivity. Note that in this case the expression for the continuum emission is also valid for uon-Lm situations. The total continuum emissivity can be approximated assuming quasineutrality and a temperature of about 12000K by Win4 K"* sr-l is a constant, n. is the electron density, A,, is the transition probability from level p to q for spontaneous emission, and yp is the FWHM of the line profile. Equation (13) is analysed assuming LTE conditions in the ion state if the over(under)population factor of the ion ground state / 3, + = 1. More likely is a slight underpopulation of the excited level relative to the ion ground state. This effect can be accounted for by an underpopulation factor p, ' < 1; then the argument of the logarithm in equation (9) has to be multiplied by (jI;)-', as has been done. The factor pp in our plasma will be about 1 [16] .
An alternative simple and fast method to check the electron temperature is a method using the electrical free-free electron-atom radiation; (---): free-free electron-ion radiation; and (-,-): free-bound radiation.
conductivity of the plasma in the arc channel as a function of electron temperature according to Frost [17] as used by Kroesen [l] . The experimental value of the conductivity is obtained assuming a homogeneous current distribution over the arc channel cross section with an effective radius Reff: oerP = Id/(xR:,, AV) -c3'* (14) where I is the arc current, d the distance between two adjacent cascaded plates, R,, the effective arc channel radius (0.9 times the channel radius, for a non-flowing arc, according to Tmmermans [a), and AV is the potential difference between two adjacent plates. Because the plate potentials can easily be measured outside the arc, this method is very fast for obtaining the electron temperature. It contains, however, the uncertainty of the effective arc channel radius Refp
Results
In the experiments an argon ion line (435.4nm, of the 4 p 4 d multiplet is used because the Stark broadening of ion lines is about a factor of ten smaller than for neutral lines [lo] . For our plasma this means that, for an argon ion line, the Stark width and the Doppler width are of the same order of magnitue. The measured profiles are perfectly symmetric and the width is of the order of 5 pm which consists of the Gaussian apparatus profile and about equal parts of Doppler and Lorentz contributions. After deconvolution of the line profiles of the Ar I1 line (435.4 nm) the Gaussian part gives the heavy-particle temperature x. The reproducibility of the measured temperature is about 2%. Note that the measured temperatures (and electron densities) are not values at the axis of the arc, but represent an average over the cross section, weighted with the detection efficiency and the density of the radiating particles, as a function of the radial position. Nevertheless, these values are close to the axial ones because of the maximum values of ion and electron densities and corresponding line intensity, and a higher detection efficiency for the centre.
In figure 4 the heavy-particle temperature is plotted 
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as a function of axial position for a constant argon flow rate of 50 sccm s-' and three different arc currents. As can be expected, the temperature increases with increasing arc power. The experimental values are slightly higher than the model predictions. Note, however, that especially for lower arc currents, the model values approach the maximum temperature slowly relative to the experimental temperatures. This effect points to a too slow 'energy' coupling between the argon heavy particles and the electrons in the model. The heavy-particle temperatures predicted hy the model are therefore also lower than the measured temperatures.
Lowering the argon flow rates gives (figure 5) a different behaviour of the heavy-particle temperature. One would expect a higher temperature for lower flows. The heating at the cathode side is faster for low flows but does not show a clear increase as a function of axial position. The expansion terms in the energy equations plus the heat escaping through the arc walls are, for lower flows, and thus lower plasma pressure, dominant over the energy input through electron-heavy-particle collisions. Efficiency measurements by de Regt Cl81 and de Graaf [19], who measured the escaping energy through the water cooling, show a significantly lower power efficiency, which is the net power flowing out of the arc at the anode side, for lower gas flow rates. For rates ranging between 30 and 100 scc s-' the energy efficiency increased from 50% to 70%. At higher arc currents the effect shown in figure 5 diminishes and we see in figure 6 that now for lower gas flow rates the heavy-particle temperature increases, although this is not predicted by the model. The heating of the heavy particles to a maximum value about halfway along the arc is seen in both the model values and the experimental values. For gas flow rates higher than 100 scc s-l the scatter in the experimental temperatures is increasing due to instabilities in the arc. The 100 scc s-' setting was about the maximum gas flow rate at which we can measure the heavy-particle temperature.
For low gas flow rates and low arc currents, we see in the experimental values in figure 7 again fast heating and in the model far too slow coupling between electrons and heavy particles. Both the model and the experiments A, 50 scc s-', and 0,100 SCC s-') at an arc current of 30 A.
The lines through the points are polynomial fits to show the trend. show that, for low power and flow settings, the heavyparticle temperature decreases monotonically (after 2 cm of arc length).
Alternative energy coupling between electrons and heavy particles
In this section we propose and estimate the additional energy transfer between the electrons and heavy particles in (sub)atmospheric plasmas by termolecular ion formation and dissociative recombination. In most models of the dynamics of high-temperature plasmas, l i e ICPS (inductively coupled plasmas), and thermal arcs, only the electron-neutral and ion heat transfer in elastic collisions is taken into account. In comparing the calculated evaluation of the heavy-particle temperature in a flowing plasma with measured data, it has become apparent that a heat transfer mechanism is missing. (See for example figures 4,6 and 7). From the model calculations it can be concluded that a length of about 2 x 10-'m is needed for coupling of the heavy-particle temperature Th and electron temperature T. through elastic collisions;
this is equivalent to a time constant of 10-4s (2 x lO-*(m)/200(m s-I). In the experiment this time constant is approximately ten times smaller. Also, calculations for an ICP indicate a difference between model and experiment, and it is useful to consider other candidates for electron-heavy-particle energy transfer [20] . A possible candidate would be energy transfer from internal energy (excitation/ionization), originating from electron energy, to heavy-particle energy, through termolecular association followed by dissociative recombination of the resulting molecular ion and subsequent electronic reionization as shown schematically in figure 8. In this process the difference between the atomic ionization energy and the energy of the level at which the recombination ends is dissipated in translational energy of the resulting neutrals. In order to estimate the effectiveness of the process, we will discuss in detail the three steps in this process: termolecular association, dissociative recombination and electronic re-ionization of the resulting level. [24] . By working out the relation between E / p and ion energy, a To.' dependence can be deduced for energies >>0.3 eV, and a roughly constant value for lower temperatures. As an approximation we will assume the following rate coefficient for argon: k, r 2.26 x e-' J' where 3 denotes the temperature in electron-volts.
(Without the accent the temperatures are given in kelvin.)
The inverse process could also be of importance, in particular for higher temperatures (and energies): Ar:+Ar+Ar++Ar+Ar.
The rates have to be compared with those of dissociative recombination. For neon, ratesfonnd by Dielis [24] are evaluated. Forargon and also dependent on the gas temperature) is times smaller for T, = Tg = l eV. At ? = % = 0.1 eV the difference would be a factor of five. We suspect that this (shock tube) result is less applicable as it is probably influenced by the inverse of termolecular association. The competing process of dissociation of ions leads to less molecular ion formation and for that reason less recombination. It would also explain the heavy-particle temperature dependence, which is otherwise difficult to understand. Later Shiu and Biondi [26] 
It is clear that for n./no > at low T, and 7; and for nJno z at ?,=z= 1 eV, dissociative recombination govems the kinetics. Hence dissociation can be ignored.
5.13.
Re-ionization. There are strong indications (from work by Frommkold [27] and Veatch [Zl] ) that the dissociative recombination process ends in one (or more) of the 4p levels of argon, such as the upper level of the 696.5 nm line, the 4p'[l/2] level at 13.33 eV. Hence the 4p excitation and ionization rates apply. In argon models, rates of the order of lo-'' m3 s-' are assumed for -T. Y 1 eV. Hence for n. 2 lozo m-, the produced excited neutral is re-ionized, and in terms of mass balance nothing has happened. In one circular chain of reactions, the electron population lost about 2.5 eV in re-ionizing the 4p state neutral and the neutral population gained about 2.5eV in translational energy in processes of dissociative recombination and electronic re-ionization. (See again figure. ?., where the reaction chain is schematically represented.) Hence as an addition to the regular energy transfer through elastic collisions, an additional energy transfer appears:
Here it is assumed that termolecular association is the rate-limiting step. As a consequence nAp+ >> nA,>+, since dissociative recombination is fast relative to termolecular ion conversion. Then, the energy lost is the rate for ion conversion multiplied by the energy transfer per cycle of 2.5eV: 0 . 9~ exp(-t)n&, W m-3. For nO=1Oz4 m-,, n,=1OZ2 m-3, Fh=0.3eV, this leads to a threeparticle heat transfer Q3d=6.6 x 10' Wm-,. The traditionally used transfer rate, Qch= 3ne(m./m,)v,, k(T,-TJ, gives, for these parameters, a rate of 4.5 x IOs W m-3 (using ~, , = 1 0 '~ s-' and AT=8000K). The smaller the temperature non-equilibrium, the smaller Qeh, leading to an extra energy transfer Q3d of the order of twice Q. , . The proposed scheme to improve the model calculations, via inclusion of the additional electron-heavy-particle heat transfer through the production of Ar: in the highpressure region, has been implemented in the model. It seems not to be sufficient to explain the additional heating of the heavy particles, as can be seen in figure 9 . Assuming a second production cycle through two argon ions and an argon neutral, Ar++Ar+Ar+-tAr; +Ar+, the energy transfer rate is assumed to increase with a factor 1 + (n./no)(kii/kio) (21) where ki, and kio denote ion-ion and ion-neutral collision rates of coefficients [28, 29] . Preliminary calculations by van den Bercken show that the extra factor increases the energy transfer up to a 30%faster coupling between electrons and heavy particles [30]. Further research is still needed to understand the effects of energy coupling through Ar: production cycles.
In figure axial position and arc current for a gas flow rate of 50 sccm s-'. The electron density increases as a function of arc current, as shown by the model and experimental electron densities. Especially for higher currents, we see that a maximum appears in the electron density about halfway along the arc channel. This is caused by the almost linearly increasing velocity (and decreasing plasma pressure), as a function of axial position, while the total particle flux is constant [SI. This does not, however, mean that electrons are lost, because the ionization degree according to the model still increases [lo] . The model values at the axis are up to 20%larger than the experimental values. Here we have to take into account the fact that the measured electron density is an average value over the cross section weighted by the detection volume, resulting in a value between the (model) average and the density at the arc channel axis For lower argon flow rates and low currents, figure 11 shows that the maximum in the electron density is reached increasingly far upstream in the arc channel (closer to the arc cathode). In figure 12 the model calculations also show a shift of the maximum towards the channel entrance. This is consistent with the temperature measurements, which show that at low gas flow rates the gas is heated already in the first few 1-2 cm of the arc. Decreasing the arc current leads to the same behaviour of the electron density along the arc, as is shown in figure 13 , where the model also predicts the same behaviour for a gas flow rate of 20 scc s-'. 
Summary and conclusions
The Fabry-Pirot interferometry diagnostic used is shown to be a very good tool for measuring temperatures and electron densities in a strongly flowing cascaded arc, resulting in an accuracy of about 2-5%. Only one l i e profile needs to be measured to obtain c, and ne. The numerical results are already quite close to the experimental ones and can be used to predict the behaviour of the arc plasma The strongly flowing cascaded arc plasma shows a strong temperature disequilibrium, especially for low arc currents and argon flow rates. These measurements validate the necessity of a two-temperature twodimensional computer model. They can also lead to an improvement of the description of the physical (plasma) processes to be incorporated in the model.
Further research needs to be done to close the gap between experimental data and the model. The model can be further improved, for example, by including radiation transport in a more refined way and by using a two-dimensional current density, and thus electric field. The latter can possibly lead to an apparently faster coupling between the electron and heavy-particle temperature, because the actual plasma channel near the cathode may be substantially narrower than further downstream. The measured temperature near the cathode will then be higher and thus closer to the electron temperature. The model as it is now, however, spreads 188 the energy over the full cross section, leading to a lower modelled temperature. The 'conductivity' measurements at the arc entrance also point to an effectively smaller diameter of the plasma channel.
Finally, a summary of results is presented in figure 15 where trends are given for the plasma parameters at the arc exit. As a function of arc power and argon flow rate the electron temperature, heavy-particle temperature, electron density, degree of ionization, and plasma pressure at the exit of the cascaded arc are plotted. The plotted results are obtained both experimentally and theoretically.
In figures 15(u) and (b) we see that the electron temperature varies only by about 10% for the reactor settings used. From figures 15(c) and (d) we see that the heavy-particle temperature increases linearly with arc current, except for low gas flow rates. At low flow rates (about 20 scc s-') is constant. At constant arc currents we notice that the heavy-particle temperature is nearly constant. then is directly related to the degree of dissociation and ionization of the monomers injected in the nozzle. In figures lS(g) and (h) we clearly see that at constant argon flow rates the degree of ionization increases more than linearly with arc current (power). For constant arc current and variable flow rates, we notice some kind of optimum flow 'rate for which the degree of ionization, is maximum, although the variation in degree of ionization is small. This summary of results for the emerging plasma beam at the throat of the arc nozzle gives us an estimation of the boundary conditions in the nozzle, a t the position where hydrocarbons are injected. At that point we can start modelling the relation between the external reactor parameters and the plasma (composition) parameters in the expansion zone.
